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SOUTH KENSINGTON, S.W. 7.

THE WORLD CRISIS:
THE INDIVIDUAL AND
A NEW WORLD ORDER
will be given at the
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on
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Apports : A Plain Statement
of Facts and a Theory

Wednesday, January 27th
Chair:
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Thursday, January
at 5 p.m.

28th

Doors open at 4.15.

Tickets: 5/-," 2/6 and 1/- at the Box Office, Queen's
H a ll, and from Miss Nora Logan, 35, Old Bond St.,
London, W.1.

True Spiritualism Revealed
Do you want to learn the laws governing
the unfoldment of your psychic faculties·
. mediumship; how to preserve your vital forces;
how to protect yourself from the undesired influence of earth bound and astral spirits?
Twenty-five dollar course in psychic development
free in

The Spiritualist Monthly
The most diversified spiritualist Magazine in America
Sample copy 20 cents. $2.00 one year,
U.S.A. $2.50 foreign.
For sale by

CROSSLEY PUBLISHING COMPANY
1740

W.

COMMANDER GRIS MAN, R.N.

6th STREET, LOS ANGELES:
CALIFORNIA, U.S.A.

L.S.A. Members Free.

N on-Members

2/-.

Tickets n1ust be purchased before the d~, unless 1:y a
m1:n1ber for a guest.

"The purpose of good reading is to bring sunsh ine into our hearts,
and to drive moonshine out of our heads.,,-Jo/m i\1orley.
~

The most Instructive of
Spiritualist Monthlies,
ALWAYS BRIGHT AND INSPIRING
Founder and Editor :
JOH.l"\I LEWIS

Continental Editor :
PASCAL FORTHUNY

PRICE Gd.
Annual Subscription 7 /- post free (8/- abroad)
May be had from any Newsagent or Spiritualist Booksta ll or from

The INTERNATIONAL PSYCHIC GAZETTE , Ltd.
69, Hig h Holborn, London, W .C.1.
A Sample Copy will be sent free to an_v address on application.
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MRS. MEURIG MORRIS
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RED

ROBERTS'

A BOOK TO' USE.
A BOOK THAT CONVERTS.
READABLE FROM COVER TO CdVER.
EDUCATIVE.

NOTHING BUT
THE TRUTH

CLOUD
GUIDE.)

Given at the QUEEN'S HALL, LONDON, Etc.

Should have been called
HOW TO INVESTIGATE SPIRITPALISM
Illustrated, 336 pp. 7 /6 post free

ON ALL POINTS OF INTEREST
IN THE STUDY OF SPIRITUALISM,

Prices :
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1/-

and

1/6
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By FREDERICK H. HAINES,

Service 6.30,

Supported by LAURENCE COWEN.
ADMISSION FREE.
Reserved Seats 1/- each. APPLY, Fortune Theatre, ,V.C.2.
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"The average man can prove for himself that this thing is
true . . Mr. Haines shews us how in his new book."-St1rvival.
"Mr. Haines is transparently honest .. his adoption of
Spiritualism appears to have done him good in body and
soul."-The New Age. "Clearly a very earnest man and
unconventionally possessed of "a certain agility of words."
.. . it is not uninteresting .. has been successful with booktests."- Times Lit. Supplement. "A book which should
encourage all enquirers into Spiritualism."-1Bryo11d Mag.
"Instruction, interest, and entertainment are admirably
blended."-Light. "An interesting sidelight on ~he search of
a medium for truth."-Two Worlds.
"An attack upon
materialism."-Greater World.

BARONESS DRICHMANN,
who is a writing Medium will be pleased
to answer any letters addressed to her
at
Gondershausen,
Germany,
by
her
Guides, free of charge and post free.
The Baroness wrote the wonderful Notes on the Gospel and Revelations
of St. John, which were published, with" Hereafter" on 1 Cor., 15 at the
wish of the late Archdeacon Wilberforce in 1920 by the Theosophical
Publishing Society.
She is known in Occult Circles in England and
Germany and is a Member of the Society for Psychical Research.

THERE IS NO BOOK OF EVIDENCE MORE USEFUL TO THOSE WHO
SEEK TRUTH AT FIRST HAND .
EVERY LIBRARlJAN SHOULD
GET A COPY.

Write for the Pure Thought Prospectus for Librarians

"MAIL
173,

"OUIJ A-PLANCHETTE" COMBINATION I I I
Can be used
as PLANCl:-IETTE or OUIJA BOARD. Perfect in design, beautifully
finished on our Ball-bearing principle. A combination of the two most
sensitive instruments for obtaining SPIRIT MESSAGES. Direct, Rapid
and Distinct. Complete in Box with directions for use, chart and
accessories, delivered free anywhere at 7s. Gd. each. Posi: your order
NOW.-vVEYERS BROS., Scientific Instrument Makers, 18-19, Glebe
Road, Kingsland, London, E.8. An Ideal Present.
(333)
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TUBERCULOSIS
By Dr. ADRIEN SECHEHAYE

1.tmtteb.

(Translated from the French.)
No one interested in T.B. can afford to miss reading this
book. Price 5/- from Booksellers or Post Free from the
publishers, B. Fraser & Co., 62, Pepys Road, London, S.W.20.

FIVE IMPORTANT NF(W
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Human Survival and Its Implications.

2.

The Mental Phenomena of Spiritualism.

3.

The Physical Phenomena of Spiritualism.

4,

The Psychic Faculties and Their Development.

By Helen A. Dallas.

"THE
REFLECTOGRAPH"
Seances held with this iustrument for

By Rev. C. Drayton Thomas.

the purpose of spirit communication.
The Spirit Hand fully materialized may sometimes be seen
operating the Key Board in a good red light by all Sitters.

By Stanley De Brath, M.l.C.E.
By Helen MacGregor and Margaret V. Underhill; With an
lntroductilln by RobertFielding-Ould, M .A., M .D., M.R.C.P.

Private or Group Seances arranged by applying to the Hon. Secretary,
Miss R. F. ERMEN, The Beacon, 102, Vineyard Hill Road, Wimbledon
Park, S .W. 19.
'Phone Wimbledon 2263. 3 Minutes from Wimbledon Park Underground Station.

5.

Demonstrated
Survival; Its
Philosophy and Religion.

Influence

on

Science,

By Sir Oliver Lodge, F.R.S.
PRICE 1/2 EACH POST FREE.

Mrs. SINGLETON of the REFLECTOGRAPH
Holds a public circle every Wednesday night at 8 p .m.
"The Beacon," 102, Vineyard Hill Rd., Wimbledon Park, S .W.19
(3 minutes from Wimbledon Park Underground Station.)

ALFRED VOUT PETERS
Holds a Public Clrcl. e every Monday at 8 p.m., Public Developing
Circle, Friday, taken by H. J, Steabben, at 8 p.m.
51,
HUNTER STREET, BRUNSWICK SQUARE, w.c.1.
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8/- Cloth, 12 / - Rexine, rd. comers, red-gilt
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KOSMON MANUAL
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NOTES BY THE WAY
THE NATURE O F THE A URA

WE have had a great amount of instruction on the
subject of the aura, as seen around people by clairvoyants, and the testimony is sufficient to establish its
existence in the minds of unbiassed students of the matter.
According to some wireless experts who have studied
psychic matters, it is analogous to an electric or magnetic
"field." But there are various kinds of ac.ra- there is,
for instance~ a variety of physical aura of the kind described
by Reichenbach in his works . It was emitted, he found,
by all kinds of things, and not restricted to human beings.
Dr. Kilner, in his book, The H11man Atmosphere, treated
the subject, however, mainly in i ts human aspect by the
examination of his patients, finding changes in the auric
stream which indicated the state of health. There is an
immense quantity of evidence.. All we need do here is to
p oint ou t that the fact that some kind of auric radiation
can be found around inanimate objects does not dispose of
the question as regards the human aura, whic.h shows
itself to the clairvoyant eye as something beyond the
scope of optical instruments, such as the Kilner screens,
which appear to receive only the more physical and external
aspects. A clairvoyant known to us tells us that he sees
not only the material but also the psychical or spiritual
aura, that is to say the radiations from the body and those
from the soul.

* * *
THE HOMES O F THE HEREAFTER

WHEN Longfellow in a moment of insight wrote
that "the spirit world around this world of sense
floats like an atmosphere," he said something that appeals
more to the imagination, which is a winged thing, than
to the intellect, which is a kind of trudging creature
that can never see far beyond its nose. Indeed, it requires
imagination to interpret aright some of the sayings of
spirit-communicators who, being of various grades of
mind, and having equally various points of view, sometimes utter things which seem flatly contradictory. Some
of the statements sound definite, others have an " atmospheric " quality. People are puzzled when they hear one
spirit say that there are real, actual houses in the other world,
while another represents the house as something woven
in a symbolic way out of memories, dreams, aspirations
and the like. So much depends on the point of view.
Tell the plain J ohn Blunt of earth that although he thinks
he is living in a desirable villa or flat, he is not actually

The house, our ancient heritage,
Is crazy and bowed clown with age ;
It threatens soon to fall ;
It is no longer weather-proof,
The rains are coming through the roof,
The wind invades the hall.
Unfed, the hearth-fires sink and fail,
The house-lights flicker in the gale ;
The folk no more carouse.
Some few have still the heart to smile,
The rest lamenting ask the while
Who shall restore the house ?
Tenacious of their ancient home,
Unwilling from its doors to roam
And face the frowns of fate,
They huddle panic-struck within
Discussing how to underpin
And patch and renovate.
But to the wise within the walls
The Spirit of the Future calls,
Its message let them mind :" The house is doomed, its end is due,
Go forth with faith and build a new,
And leave the old behind."
D.G.
living in it at all. All those solid brick walls and plaster
ceilings and timber floors are merely impressions made on
his consciousness by electrical forces. He may rage _
against the statement but it is true. Any intelligent
physicist will tell him that. Perhaps (by the way) since he
pays much more attention to the scientist than to the priest,
he will ultimately come to believe it. His vision will
then expand and he will be prepared to take in even more
important ideas, and if he cultivates his imagination
sufficiently, he will see the folly of condemning anything
as impossible simply because it is outside of his very
limited experience.

* * *
GHOSTS O F SOU NDS

THAT the various theories put forward by objectors to
explain away psychic facts are so absurd, we can
only charitably attribute to ignorance or inexperience.
We were lately reading some of these explanations. One
which seemed to be especially favoured, was that there
may be " ghosts " of scenes and sounds. A clairvoyant,
for example, sees some ancient house as it was centuries
ago; or, wandering in its ruins, and being clairaudient,
hears the conversation of the persons who, while on
earth, resided in the place. Are there " ghosts " of
houses and voices ? Why not ? The idea in itself is
not ridiculous, but as an explanation of all psychic manifestations it certainly is. If the theorist could be taken
to a direct voice seance, and there took part in a conversation with a departed friend, who answered his
inquiries and talked very much as he would talk while
he was in the flesh, it would effectually dispose of the
idea that he was hearing only the " ghost " of a voice
repeating in parrot-fashion the words sp oken on earth
months o.r years before.
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LOOl<ING AT THE SCROLL OF LIFF
A DREAM EXPERIENCE RELATED BY NICHOLAS
CALDWELL

J DO not think it was

only a Dream. It was in the
early dawn of a morning ·in the autumn a few years
ago that I passed through an experience which is commonly
called a Dream.
I might have been dreaming for some time without
being conscious of it on the mental plane, but at the
moment that I became mentally conscious (in my dream)
- I was very calm, and the calmness which I felt then
persisted all through to the end of the experience, with
a very slight variation. My sense of sight and perception
seemed acute, and I seemed to have assumed an alert
attitude for a definite purpose. I was conscious of
semi-darkness prevailing at the time, but inclining towards
dawn. Yet I could distinguish every object about me
quite clearly.
I was quite alone, and standing still. I seemed to be
in a sandy desert-and far away from human habitation.
I cautiously looked about in every direction, for I
seemed to want to be assured that I was alone. Having
made this survey in a general way, I looked more closely
at my immediate surroundings. I saw on the ground
at a few paces from where I stood, a dark object about
the size of a prostrate man, swathed in dark material.
The outlines of a human body were defined by the shape,
and on closer examination the object looked like that
of a Mummy wrapped up as if ready for burial. I looked
at this object, and at last I got the idea that it was my
own body, and the longer I looked at it the more I became convinced that I knew it was my own body.
I looked at it again and again, and seemed to see inside
the wrappings, and I calmly said : " Yes, it is my own
body, I am dead now, and they have prepared my body
for burial." I felt no sense of fear. I was very calm,
and I remarked on this attitude of calmness.
"NoT REALLY DEAD"

I began to think of my past life in that body, and as
I was thinking I began to feel that I was not really dead
-for I was conscious, and therefore I lived stilL " Yes,"
I said, " I am not really dead." I pondered on this
·-idea. Then I- began to test this sense of living by trying
to do things- I moved about, I bent down and rose
up again to my full height, I talked to myself and looked
around me. All seemed quite natural to me as if I were
just normally alive. I realised that I had the power to
do things.
I found that I need not walk-I simply moved at
once to wherever I inclined to go. Being thus satisfied
that, though that body was mine I was not really dead,
I turned my attention again to the body, and made closer
examination of the surroundings. I now saw near the
body two long scrolls, dark in colour, neatly rolled up.
They looked like scrolls of records. I got the idea that
they were such scrolls, and that I should find in them
the record of my life in the body that was now dead.
I began to unroll them, and to my great astonislunent
there was indeed a record which I knew to be about
myself, set out in a kind of credit and debit form. I
read with intense interest. At first I read slowly and
very deliberately, as if checking each entry. I took
in every detail, and mentally made comments. As I
proceeded with the reading, I lost my sense of calmness,
but for a few moments only, under the intense strain.
I soon recovered calmness and then I turned tJuickly to
the end of the scroll in my desire to see how the account
finished.
To my great sorrow I found that the balance was on
the wrong side. I was filled with intense remorse, and
stood passing mentally through the stages of my life
which I had read in the scrolls, and as I stood there in
this solemn scene I became more and more convinced

that the record was true, and I wondered what could
be done.
" I had been selfish, without realising i ~ ; I did not
think life would end so soon ; I mighf have acted
differently if I had thought more of others and less of
myself, and so on - - "
I looked from the body to the scroll, and from i:he
scroll to the body, with these thoughts surging in my
mind. But I kept calm, even now that t~fl.e worst was
known to me. It was a long time before I made any
attempt to move as I seemed rooted to t e spot where
the body lay.
Then there was a very remarkable and more intense
experience. I shall ever remember the impress it made
on my mind, when in this awful silence I seemed to
hear a voice, a very sympathetic voice, s1ying to me :
" There will be another time, another chance, another
life." The words "next time," "another chance"
reverberated in my mind. " Next time " meant to me
another life in which I might try to get the balance on
the right side.
The idea of " next time " came to me ;with such an
appeal of hope that I felt ready to go back to life again
at once and begin again now. But I got the idea that I
had to wait till I was called, and then be f eady to take
up a new life with a new outlook and a new aim.
Then came the words " next time," arld I repeated
them to myself in a kind of monotonous tone till the
sound seemed to die away and all was very still. I
looked round and about, and was struck with surprise
when I saw a Cross lying on the sand in ffront of me.
I looked at the Cross with much wonder, and I got the
idea that I might take it. I was bending down in the
act of taking up the Cross and I awoke !
I remembered every detail in the most vlvid clearness,
and I at once wrote the record down. W hat does it
all mean? Was it a Dream? or was it more than a
Dream ? I am not dead, but death has to come, and
then must I again read the record, or may ~ begin again
now ? Meantime, there is the Cross.

I

NICHOLAS CALDWELL

DECEASE OF MRS. FIELDINGrOULD
We have to record with deep regret tlh.e decease of
Mrs. Fielding-Ould, the mother of Dr. Fielding-Ould,
(President of the London Spiritualist All~ance) and of
the late Rev. F. Fielding-Ould, M.A., which took place
on the 12th inst. at her home at Egerton House,
Richmond, Surrey, at the advanced age of 95 years.
Mrs. Fielding-Ould was a lady of the widest possible
sympathies, to whom no one ever applied ~n vain. She
was formerly a member of the London Spiritµalist Alliance
and her interest in psychical subjects persisted to the last
days of her life, although her orthodox upbringing
militated against her making any deep study of the subject.
The interment took place on Friday, 15th inst. at
Richmond.

MRS. MABEL ROSE BEATTY
We learn with deep regret of the decrease of Mrs.
Mabel Rose Beatty who passed to the higher ~ife on Friday,
15th inst. Mrs . Beatty was well known as the author of
Man Made Perfect, The Temple of the Bocfy, land The New
Gospel of God's Love, books which made ~ considerable
impression in psychical and mystical cjrcles.
The
cremation service took place at Golder's Green Crematorium on Monday afternoon last.
"The Atlantis Quarterly," a magazine qevoted to the
study of the problems associated with the fapled continent
of A tlantis is about to be published by the Poseidon
Press, Edinburgh. It will be edited by Mr. Lewis Spence,
whose books on Atlantis are well known.
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ROBERT BURNS AND THE FUTURE LIFE
BY THE

REV. JOHN

LAMOND,

D.D.

A GOOD

many separate entities were included in the
make-up of the poet, Robert Burns, the anniversary
of whose birth will be celebrated by Scotsmen all over
the world on Monday next, January 25. He was primarily
called to sing the songs of his native land, and these
songs of his (" celestial drops of melody" Carlyle called
them) have been his greatest bequest to mankind.
But behind the song-writer there was another Robert
Burns-the clear thinker, the man who was interested
in the deepest religious problems that concern alike our
present and future welfare. His letters to Mrs. Dunlop
(which have been happily preserved) are altogether
remarkable, so rich are they in penetrating thought.
In one of these letters he writes :
" I hope and believe that there is a state of existence
beyond the grave where the worthy of this life will
renew their former intimacies-with this endearing
addition, that we meet to part no more.
'Tell us, ye dead,
Will none of vou disclose the secret
What 'tis you' are, and we must shortly be ? '
" A thousand times have I made this apostrophe to
the departed sons of men but not one of them has ever
thought fit to answer the question. Oh, that some
courteous ghost would blab it out."
In another letter he asks : " Can it be possible that
when I resign this frail feverish being I shall still find
myself in conscious existence ? "
THE POET'S LETTERS
This idea of a future life permeates many of his letters
to Mrs. Dunlcp. He reasons in one of them that if there
is no future life then the wisest policy would be to attend
to one's own interests-a policy that he abhorred.
It is apparent that the current theology of his time did
not convey any proof of a future existence to the poet's
mind. " Oh, that some courteous ghost would blab it
out I " was his cry. But this is precisely what has been
accomplished by means of the enquiries carried out by
Spiritualists during the last eighty-two years. Not only
has " one courteous ghost " blabbed it out, but hundreds,
nay even thousands, have added testimony upon testimony
that they are very much alive, and far more alive than they
ever realised themselves to be on this side of time.
Robert Burns believed in a Hereafter but he longed for
proof It is the attitude of many intelligent men at the
present time. To refer them to what took place eighteen
hundred years ago (however interesting and informative
that may be) does not meet the scientific attitude of this
age. To assert that man survives the crisis called death
is not sufficient. Where is the proof? Spiritualism can
give the proof, and hence the growing interest in the subject
throughout the world.
Had the New Revelation been granted in the time of
Robert Burns, would he have been a Spiritualist, is a
question that might be asked. We know not, but this,
at least can be affirmed. He longed for the knowledge
that Spiritualism can supply.
He was hostile to the current theology of his period.
Whilst he had warm personal friends among the clergy
he did not hesitate to lash them as a body with his
sarcasm. He was the herald of democracy and the brother
of all mankind. His, at least, was the type of mind that
welcomes new teaching.
There are evidences that he is now fully conversant
with the recent methods of communication. I have read
several poems that claim to be dictated by him, and which,
at least, have the " sough " of his inspiration. One of
the best of these poems was spoken extempore by Mrs.
Cora Tappan (who later became Mrs. Richmond) at the
close of one of her London lectures. As if answering his

own question " Oh ! that some courteous ghost would
blab it out " one of the stanzas begins :
To a' th.at hae lov'd ones dead I come
To tell that the silent river
Flows ne'er sae far frae your earthly hame
As you think, that your dear ones never
Are caught up in death to a distant place
Where ye never mair may behold them,
But the cantie licht o' each loving face
Is around ye, if ye will enfold them."
The opening stanza may also be quoted :
" Fu' mony a time has the day-dawn burst
Like a bonfire frae out the sea,
Fu' mony a time has the burnie kiss't
The lip o' the flower on the lea ;
And mony a winter's frost and snaw
Hae whitened the gowan and glen,
Since I trod the earth wi' a beating heart
Fu o' love for my fellow-men."
And further :
" I was nae friend to the crowned king
For I knew that his sceptered power
Was the price of the poor man's labour and life
While he had but scanty dower ;
I was nae friend to the gowned priest
For I thought that the Father's Love
Was for a' the warld baith great and sma',
And I find it is so above ."
But apart from such poems, the inspiration of which
may be questioned, there have been other proofs that he
is still continuing his mission of broadening the sympathies
and stimulating the nobler aspirations of mankind.
JOHN LAMOND.

SPIRIT

COMMUNICATION

To the Editor of LIGHT.
Sir,-An interesting aspect of the difficulties attending
the reception of spirit communications was touched upon
in a recent number of this Journal, when a letter was
printed, over a well-lmown signature, deploring the unreliable and often contradictory nature of such communications.
Might we not enquire if we have made sure of the
worthiness of our proposed enquiries and of the purpose
prompting them ? Also if we are sure of contacting a
worthy and sufficient source wherefrom we may expect
satisfactory and reliable rejoiners ? It is written, " \'{'hoso
consulteth spirits for earthly things will fall in darkness,''
and, further, "the spirits of the dead possess for a long
period of time the same characteristics and prejudices as
when in mortality ; and since there is neither harmony
nor community of life amongst mortals, neither is there
harmony nor community of life nor of teaching amongst
the angels (spirits) who minister unto them." Again
"Doth not the behaviour of mortals invite darkness
rather than light? Do they not want us (spirits) for
servants-to find lost treasures or riches, or social indulgence ? or to entertain them with miracles ? " (Oahspe,
pages 755 and 835).
It was against this indiscriminate communion with
the unprogressed spirits of the lower planes the injunctions
of the Mosaic Law were directed and in no sense against
communion with the advanced and high-raised, who have
transcended self and risen into conditions of unity and
harmony, from whence they minister unto mortals for
the sake of the human race, as distinct from the desires
of the personal self.
!ZED.
The number of churches affiliated with the Greater
World Christian Spiritualist League is reported to exceed
two hundred.
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PRE-EXISTENCE

"POWER" ON CONVERSION

MRS. ST. CLAIR STOBART ON PHILOSOPHY
OF SPIRITUALISM

At the Fortune Theatre service on Sunday evening,
Mr. Laurence Cowen, who presided, read a chapter from
Revelation, remarking that the fact that l{e should be
reading the Bible in public was one of the petty ironies
of his life which had been little concerned with sacred
things. His was the case of a materialist turned missionary.
.Mr . A. J. Prentice delivered a brief address, dealin g
with the evidences given by Jesus to his di~ ciples of his
survival of death.
" Power " spoke on Conversion, as the result of several
requests that he should do so. In the course of a lengthy
address he cited some of the historical cases of conversion
through an external objective happening. But more
frequently the change came from within as a consequence
~f contemplation or meditation. He affir~ed emphat1~ally that nothing could bring us into immediate touch
with the spiritual world and spiritual forces more effectively than meditation. There were many thousands who
had passed the change of death and who were active in
various ways but who had not yet realised the true spiritual
quality of life. They still needed to be copverted, and
the change came with the expansion of the individual
consciousness-there was a change of heart and outlook.
In the past, the prophets stood as intermediaries between
the people and the Unseen World. In the future, through
human effort, there would be brought to t~e earth that
which would establish evidence once and fpr all of the
true communion between the two worlds. It would
not come from Religion alone, but from Science also as
the handmaiden of Religion.
The devotion of the world to-day to material things,
" Power " added, would mean in the futu11e great and
bitter ordeals for humanity, but out of the ruin wrought by
man there would be built the temple of Ithe Living,
Universal Christ. Religious faith was the greatest and
most essential need of every human soul.

" Institutional religion is in the melting-pot, and it is
interesting to speculate as to what the religion of the
future will be," said Mrs . St. Clair Stobart at the service
of the Spiritualist Community at the Grotrian Hall,
London, on Sunday evening.
Owing to the growth of scientific knowledge regarding
the vastness of the Universe, ideas about God and the
creation must change, and it would be recognised that the
Creator was Ineffable Spirit, Universal Mind. She was
convinced also that belief in pre-existence of the soul
would take the place of the belief that God created a new
soul for every new human body.
Spiritualism provided proof of Survival and was of
great importance, but Survival was only one part of a great
truth, which included pre-existence, so that there was
both foreground and background. The lack of Spiritualism was that it had not a completely satisfactory
philosophy ; but a philosophy which included preexistence and . Survival, and which took into account the
law of cause and effect, would present fewer intellectual
difficulties than any other, because it would explain the
origin as well as the destiny of the soul.
A series of interesting clairvoyant descriptions was given
by Mrs. Hirst.

NEW COMMUNITY HYMNS
· The Spiritualist Community special hymn book contains forty hymns written by Mrs . St. Clair Stobart and
set to music by Mr. F. Armstrong, F.R.C.O.
That
number, may, in the near future, be brought up to a hundred, as Mrs . Stobart has written sixty more short poems
suitable for solo and congregational singing . For twentythree of these she has also composed tunes, and tunes for
all the others have been composed by Mr. Armstrong.
This represents a joint effort, believed to be unique in
the history of hymn-writing-for of no oth er collection of
a hundred hymns and tunes can it be said that they represent the work of only two writers.
On Saturday afternoon, Members of the Council of the
Spiritualist Community were entertained by Mrs. Stobart
at her residence at Turner's Wood, and eight of the new
hymns were sung to them by Miss Gladys Ripley, the
talented contralto soloist, to the organ accompaniment
of Mr. Armstrong. Of the tunes selected, four were by
Mrs. Stobart and four by Mr. Armstrong, and all were
excellently suited to the words .

" BE YE TRANSFORMED "
An audience of over a thousand at the Queen's Hall
meeting of the Marylebone Association last Sunday
listened with the closest attention to one of the most
stirring addresses that Mr. Ernest Hunt has ever delivered
at these services.
· Taking the apostle's words " Be ye transformed "
for the subject of his address, Mr. Hunt said that if
Spiritualism does not make a man optimistic then its
message has not been properly understood. The need
of the world to-day was that true optimism wbich was
born of the realisation of the power of thought. "Think
aright ; have faith that ultimate good is the goal of all,
·and act up to your ideals, then you will be of use to yourselves, to your brethren and to your country." With the
knowledge that Spiritualism brings, the thought of the
world can be transformed so that the prevailing depression
may be succeeded by all that shall make for the return
to prosperity, to health, and to an abiding peace.
The clairvoyance given by Mrs. Estelle Roberts was
of a most convincing nature.

DOCTOR'S OUT-OF-THE-BODY EXPERIEN CE
An out-of-the-body experience which brou~ht assurance
of conscious life after death is related by Dr. O verend G .
Rose, of 8 Roval Well Terrace, Cheltenham , in the first
issue of the new and enlarged series of The Spiritualist,
the organ of the Spiritualist Community, London, of
which Mr. Ernest Hunt is now in editorial charge. D r.
Rose relates that, after being thrown from a horse and
badly injured, he was " picked up for dead " by two men
who witnessed the accident and five hours passed before
he regained consciousness. "Although I was insensible,"
Dr. Rose writes, " I could see my body lying there on the
ground. I could see the men pick me up (heard them
say I was dead) and carry me into the house. I was
able to see the doctors trying to bring me ta, and all the
time I was able to see myself lying there. I seemed to be
floating in a summer sea. I cannot describe the sensation
of peace and happiness and yet someone sef med to tell
me I had to go back. And that is why I told the doctors
I was not going to die."
Commenting on his experience, Dr. Rose writes :
"Now, the points I wish to make are-first, I had never
seen the men who picked me up before and have never
seen them since, as they were strangers to t he district,
just riding through. Yet I was able to describe them
even to their clothes, and also their horses, which they
had tied to the fence when they went to Jfick me up.
Secondly, although I was totally unconscious, I was able
to tell the doctors everything that had taken place, and
what my injuries were. I am convinced that I was
outside my body, yet I was able to see and hear . It makes
me certain there is a life after death, whieh does not
require a material body for us to be able to SFe and hear_,
and_that we shall retain our personality."
I ·
.
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(The views and statements of correspondents are not necessarily
endorsed by the Editor, who occasional(y prints, in the interests
offree discussion, letters with which he does not agree.)

REINCARNATION
Sir,-In reply to Mr. W. H. Evans, the testimony of
"The Rosemary Records," of which I have written
elsewhere, is clear and definite. Spirits recently passed
appear to know no more about Reincarnation than we do.
My spirit-brother, J.D.\V. states :
'·' In my circle of friends, I have never met anyone who
remembers a conscious pre-existence on earth. You see,
old fellow, most of us f~el as you do. We would not
come back to Earth for anything-not to live -that life
again! That is probably why there is such a lack of
curiosity on the subject among those one meets."
On the other hand, " Lady Nona," Rosemary's chief
guide, holds a different view. She lived her Earth life
in the time of the Pharoahs, about 1400 B.C., and has
recently proved her identity by over 50 language-tests of
that period, given clairaudiently and in trance-speech
through Rosemary, and subsequently translated without
difficulty by an Egyptologist in another part of England.
" Lady Nona " says :
" A spirit who has passed out of your sphere bringing
with him much of the material consciousness of Earth
may deem it necessary, after an extended period in the
higher spheres, to go back again to Earth to remove
from his Spirit the clogging materialism which he has
retained, and which prevents the further growth of his
spirit;''
"Nona " also states that this may not be a general law,
but a matter of voluntarv choice. In other references she
urges the striving for· spiritual perfection during this
incarnation, in order to avoid the necessity for a future
return. Certain lessons apparently, can only be learnt
by the struggle of the soul in contact with matter : hence
a reason for Reincarnation, even if it cannot be demonstrated as a fact. Discrepancies in spirit-communication
on the subject are also illustrated by these statements from
two guides who have proved their identity beyond
reasonable criticism.
F. H. Woon.
Blackpool.

* * *

BISHOPS AND SPIRITUALISM
Sir,-Referring to my article in last week's issue of
LIGHT, I here conclude the forecast of Bishops in our own
Church turning to the subject of Spiritualism, by giving
an extract from a letter just received from the Bishop of
Liverpool regarding his recent Editorial on Psychical
Research published in the November (1931) number of
the Liverpool Review.
Writingtomeon January 6th, he says: "We must now
leave the leaven to work." These words, taken together
with those quoted from his editorial in your issue of
January 1st, are very notable as coming from a Bishop
of the Anglican Church and a startling fulfilment of
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's forecast to us published in
the Two Worlds for September 19th, 1930.
In the issue of the Bishop's Liverpool Review for last
December, my book, "Man's Survival after Death," was
recommended for study.
CHARLES L. TwEEDALE.
Weston Vicarage, Nr. Otley.

* * *

FREE ·Will AND DESTINY
Sir,-In your leading article '' Fate and Destiny "
(January 8th) you refer to a subject w:hich is con~tantly
recurring in the pages of LIGHT and which has continually
exercised the minds of mankind. May I ask a question
in regard to this matter ?
.
Do we believe in a Supreme Being ? If so, do we behe:ve
in his omniscience and omnipotence ? If we do, we must
acknowledge that both the past and the future are known
to Him. Now, it seems impossible.to jmagine that if the

whatever he does and whatever he thinks are already
known.
·
For example, a man takes thought as to his: future; he
weighs the pros and cons and, after arguing to himself,
he wills to act in a certain way. Something, however,
occurs and he changes his mind, and determines on
another course of action. \'1(7e say that, his will being
free, he has chosen his path. But has he ? To a Supreme
Being, the results of his cogitation and the reason for his
change of plans are known and this applies to all men's
thoughts and actions.
How do we reconcile free will with universal destiny ?
\'1(7e do so, first, by disbelieving in a Supreme Being with
full knowledge; secondly, by limiting this Being's knowledge; thirdly, by acting through life as though we had
free will, even though we tacitly admit that actual free
will is merely another term for doing what we want and
ignoring destiny altogether.
F. C. LAING, Lt.-Col.
Fonthill Hotel, Reigate, "8uney. _

* * *

THE HUMAN AURA
Sir,-Permit me to add my protest to that of Mr.
Leigh Hant against the suggestion by Prof. Fraser-Harris
that Dr. Kilner was stupid enough to mistake after-image
effects for aura. Dr. Kilner's "Human Atmosphere"
devotes a special chapter dealing with complementary
colours, and a further scientifically-.reasoned chapter
dealing with the optical problems associated therewith.
In a sweeping generalisation, the same type of reasoner
classifies all clairvoyance as hallucination. Driven at last
to admit that clairvoyance often produces imagery and
information with a definite basis, apart altogether from
the Medium's creative powers, they merely re-classify
it as " veridical hallucination." So that it becomes
something that is "veridical" i.e., true-only it isn't:
it is an hallucination although it is real.
It is the same with the aura. Clairvoyants have always
seen it, so their testimony is swept away with a grandiloquent gesture. Kilner, however, was scientific .in his
analysis, so his testimony must be removed by deliberate
and contemptuous misrepresentation.
It must be clear to even childlike minds, that afterimage effects always follow a given routine just as regularlv as any other use of the optic nerves. But the differenc~s in health and disease were so clearly distinctive
to Dr. Kilner that he could diagnose by merely noting
the differences. His illustrations do not merely confirm
clairvoyants as to the change of texture, colour and shape,
they also show the hysterical bulge peculiar to hysterical
people, the differences in male and female epileptics, etc.,
and give transverse diagrams showing the differences from
the normal.
H. BonDINGTON.
London Psychic Educational Centre.

* * *

THE GUIDING STAR
Sir,-Our minds recently have been occupied by the
visit of the Three Wise Men from the East to Bethlehem.
A difficulty sometimes arises for some people in the
cruidina of the Star: the nearest star being 4t light years
~way, 'ft is difficult to realise how it will particularise a
house in a small ,village.
There is little reason to doubt that the Star was a
ministering Spirit, who visibly guided the travellers from
the East. It is a commonplace that we often tal'k of an
outstanding man as a " star " : and Rev. ix, 1, is a scriptural
illustration of such a usage : " And the fifth angel
sounded and I saw a star fall from Heaven unto the
earth : and to hill1 was given the key of the bottomless
pit."
. .
.
.
Here a spirit on a mission of punishment 1s presented
as a star : why not the like with a spirit on a helpful
mission?
J. w. MACDONALD,
. N.Grth Shields.
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AN

UNBELIEV·I NG

WORLD

NDER the uncompromising title ~' Unbelievers All," Mr. James Douglas, m an
article in the Dai!J Express of 16th inst., is very
pessimistic on the subject of belief in a future life.
He had in a previous article written that the
belief nowadays is "as dead as the dodo", and
the Rev. R. J. Campbell having in the meanwhile
uttered some gentle chirps of protest, Mr.
Doualas has replied reaffirming his own attitude.
Lr~HT is no stranger to Mr. James Douglas's
activities as an investigator of the subject on
psychical res~arch. _lines_. Some years . ago he
made some 111quines 111to seance evidences ;
but although these were conducted, to some
· ·ext~nt, under the tutelage of Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle, Mr. Douglas failed to acquire any permanent convictions. In the circumstances, we
are not entirely surprised.
In the article under notice, Mr. Douglas is
eloquent on the decay. of faith ~nd strongly
indicts the Churches, with a scathmg reference
to "Churchianity with its lifeless creeds, its frozen
jargon, its petrified prayers and its fossilized
dogmas." He writes of the ignoble part played
by the Churches in the Great War, which he
says, " manufactured cynics by the million."
The Churches, he thinks, might have saved the
world, bad they stood outside the "worldsuicide club." But their " condonations and
complicities in every land annihilated their
spiritual influence."
·
Mr. Douglas is a master of the pungent phrase
and the effective epithet. And yet, somehow
we cannot go all the way with him in this denunciation of the Churches. The war was a
terribly difficult time for all of us, whether sinners
or saints. There were heroes who fought and
other heroes who shewed their heroism by a
stubborn refusal to fight, even though fighting
would often have been by far the easier way.
As for the Churches, the position was clear
enough. The Churches took their doctrines
from the Old Testament as well as the New.
And the Old Testament, which depicts a God
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who is a " man of war " fairly ree}<:s with stories
of ancient battles and bloodshed, in which
Jehovah took a lively interest. It was all yery
deplorable, but the Churches. were t?-Ot enti~ely
to blame. Only a small sect10n of pumankmd
had evolved beyond . Old Testament codes and
canc>ns.
What we are witnessing today in tl~~s si.:ppos~d
wholesale disbelief in any future liife is quite
clearly the violent reaction from ?ld-ti~e theolo~y,
which like all violent react10ns, is excessive
'
and indiscriminating.
.
Naturally, psychical research comr.s into the
question ; but although Mr. Douglas quotes
Professor MacDouaall for its efficacy as a remedy,
and also Dr. R.
Campbell (who ~ives it ~ut
luke-warm approval) he himself hold~ . t~1at Faith
is the point of contact between the spmt of man
and the Universal Spirit. That is douptless true ;
but what we think Mr. Douglas, and those who
think like him have overlooked is d1iis : life on
the other side' of death is as human and natural
as it is on the earth, and the pointsj of contact
between the two worlds may be both r umble and
exalted. Indeed they are. The resources of the
Universe are so vast that they provide for the
common man as well as the most ~llurriinated
mystic. \Ve who have seen all or most of the
many facets of spirit-communicatio11 can take
a comprehensive view, howbeit we fiin~ amusement at times in the spectacle of huniaruty looking into the mirror of the Life I-I~~eaf~er and
shrinking back in affright on beholdi!ng. its own
likeness ! We may see, hear or talk with some
John Smith who has " passed tlyough the
Gates," but always we are consci01jts of great
starry avenues of celestial life beyond the John
Smith stages of consciousness, and we hear
dim whispers of uncommunicable things. Tl:iat
there is a deep interior life does n~t dd away with
those fringes and externals of th111gs lowly and
mundane which so shock the delicate susceptibilities of sensitive and aesthetic squls.
John Smith is what Browning would call the
" low man," but there is a " high rrui.n " yet to
be unfolded in him. It is there in "germ," and
1
every flower begins as a seed.
•
That is one of the lessons we have learned 111
our Spiritualism. And, be it what it may, .it
has a long catalogue of facts. They rema111
stubborn and unassailable. To us ~ they are
entirely consistent with the highest ideas, .the
greatest poetry and philosophy. Man surviv~s
on the high levels and the low ones, for each is
meaningless without the other.

t

PROF. BOZZANO'S NEW BOOK .
Sir,-Professor Bozzano informs me that he has i'.1-st
finished the manuscript for a book of 300 pages, which
will have for title "Polyglot (Xenoglossie) Nfediumship."
The Professor declares that in .the phenomena of
Xenoglossie (languages unknown to the Medium) i_s to
be found proof, positively scientific a d absolutely
irrefutable, of Survival.
F. J. CRAWLEY.
Newcastle-on.,-Tyne.
·
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SIDELIGHTS
IS SPIRITUALISM "WANING"?

The wish probably being father to the thought, the
Daily Mail announces that Spiritualism is " waning " for
want of a leader to take the place of Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle. In connection with this announcement--although
it can scarcely be said in support of it-the Mail publishes
an interview with Lady Conan Doyle. " It is unfortunately true," she is reported as saying, "that there
is no one at the moment ready to take my husband's place
as a leader. There is no one with his world-wide fame,
his reputation as a skilled and honest investigator and
his extraordinary capacity for unselfish and unceasing
work in the cause. People from all over the world are
continually writing to me about Spiritualism. If it were
not for the moral cowardice which prevents many from
admitting their belief, or even their interest, the organised
movement would grow with tremendous rapidity. Some
day soon, however, a new leader will emerge. He will
come, I expect, from the younger generation, thousands
of whom are sincere students."

*

BLAMING SPIRITUALISM

*

*

Dr. Hector Munro, the neurologist and director of the
Physical Treatment Institute, says "Spiritualism cannot
be blamed for breakdowns." Dealing with assertions to
the contrary made in the Daily Herald, Dr. Munro said:
" The man or woman who breaks down at a seance, or
who is mentally disturbed by Spiritualism, is simply the
type who would break down under any other great
emotion. I have seen people go to pieces under the
influence of Spiritualism, but I have also seen Spiritualism
do a vast amount of good. Long-sustained emotion of
any kind, whether it is sexual emotion, religious emotion,
or emotion due to war, is likely to produce mental instability. But a spiritualistic seance, under proper conditions, can be as unemotional as a Quaker's meeting."

*

*

*

THE CHURCHES AND PSYCHICAL RESEARCH

Reviewing Sir Oliver Lodge's autobiography "Past
Years," in the Tat/er, Mr. Richard King writes : " I am
often puzzled by the attitude of the Churches towards
psychical research. It seems so queer to me that a
scientific attitude which seeks to substantiate the one
great promise of religion should receive from the religious
such infuriated treatment I Rather one would think the
churches ought to welcome the smallest substantiated
evidence of a consciousness hereafter, even when it
explodes their dull picture of the conventional Heaven.
Mankind has outgrown the satisfaction of a mere visionary
promise, however beautiful, however comforting. It
demands facts, because it now believes that the whole
Divine scheme of creation is a logical sch.eme- a natural
law which moves step by step upwards towards perfection,
which will eventually mean the perfect expression of life.
And so, to ·return to Sir Oliver Lodge's most interesting
autobiography ; they are the chapters which deal with
his investigation of evidence in psychical research and
his own beliefs founded on these investigations, which
will lend the book a permanent appeal to those, who,
otherwise, remember only vaguely the simply told story
of his most interesting and dist_inguished career."

* * *
SIR 0.- LODGE'S "GREATEST TRIUMPH"

Generous recognition of the value of Sir Oliver Lodge's
work in the realms of psychical research is given in a
review of" Past Years "in The Bookman by Esme Whittaker
who writes : " Those chapters dealing with his psychic
adventures are likel]' to arouse the most interest, and it may
be taken as a measure of Sir Oliver Lodge's greatness and
the respect in which he is held by the public, that he,
more than any man, has made it impossible to reject the
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whole subject with a hostile jeer. It is really a great tribute
to anyone to be able to say that he has been able to silence
merely instinctive opposition on a highly controversial
subject, where mockery and prejudice had to be overcome.
It was only possible to a man who was honoured and
trusted in an unusµal degree by the public. ~t is perhaps
the greatest of all his triumphs."
AN APT ANSWER

* * *

Mr. D enis Conan Doyle, in a letter to the Sussex Cotmry
Herald, gives a very apt answer to a statement by the
Rev. W. M. Evans at a meeting at Heathfield. "In the
course of his address," writes Mr. Doyle, " Mr. Evans
stated that he had never read a spirit message in which
there was a ray of comfort or which was glorifying to God.
For ·some reason Mr. Evans appears to imagine that that
fact precludes the possibility of others having done so.
It may interest him to learn that I have personally received
and also read numerous spirit messages carrying at the
same time wonderful comfort and a stimulating
upliftment of the soul, and I can assure him that I have
never heard from mortal lips such glorious pa::ans of
praise to God as I have heard from those who have passed
through what we call the Veil of D eath."

* * *

QUESTION FOR MR. H. DENNIS BRADLEY

Mr. H. D ennis Bradley is asked by the Catholic Herald
to state clearly where he stands in relation to Spiritualism.
Reviewing Mr. Bradley's book, " . .. And After," the
Herald refers to the statement that he " remains a Roman
Catholic," and adds : "What is the sense or good in
holding to a religion as Mr. Bradley says he holds to the
Catholic Faith and yet disregarding its tenets and authorities. He might as well say that he is a ' Protestant
Catholic.' A man cannot blow both hot and cold at the
same time, nor can he serve two masters. So that the
author of ' . . . And After ' must make up his mind as to
what exactly he does believe before he can expect a wholehearted hearing from Catholics who have not yet reached
the stage of emancipation that Mr. Bradley has apparently
already attained."

* * *

"THINGS WILL BRIGHTEN"

Mr. 0. ]. Wendlandt, Secretary of the Sheffield Psychical
Research Society, states in the Sheffield Independent that at a
recent seance he received the following message from
Mr. W. T. Stead : "There is a work before you, both
men and women, for your country. Things will brighten
-but from the East the flare will go up. It will pass down
through the East. Russia will come with mighty force,
stampeding over everything. It will have a far-reaching
effect. Where there are fortresses and walls being built
they will tumble down like skittles. All this world of
yours needs cleansing. Still, out of all this strife, light
will come. It will not be six months but over three years.
Russia will find her footing, she will know that nations
cannot live without God."

* * *

DR. BALLARD'S SUCCESSOR

Mr. Wendlandt added that he wished to make it clear
that the Rev. A. Hall (Unitarian) of Upper Chapel,
Sheffield, who-as announced in LIGHT last week- has
accepted the presidency of Sheffield Psychical Research
Society in succession to the late D r. Ballard, could not
be dubbed a Spiritualist although he was interested in
the subject. "It is also a fact," he said," that the Sheffield
Society fo r Psychical Research is not a Spiritualist society
in the foll sense of the term. It is a body of students of
psychic questions. Dr. Bailard alwa ys described himself
not as a Spiritualist but as a Spiritist. This I would define
as one who endorses the general facts of psychic phenomena and is prepared to ascribe them to the agency of departed human spirits, but who cann.ot endorse the religious
attitude built thereon by some groups of Spiritualists."
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AND THEIR METHODS

REVIEW BY MRS. HEWAT McKENZIE
"WATER DIVINERS AND THEIR METHODS," by Henri
Mager. Translated by A.H. Bell. (G. Bell & Sons,
Ltd., 16/- net).
In the seventeenth century water divining was considered by French priests as savouring of a " black " art,
one going so far as to declare that the rod was an instrument which the Devil uses for deceiving men, and that
he was in favour of abolishing its use by " every means "
and " for all time."
The passage of the years, with the usual irony, reveals
that French abbes have been among the most diligent
in the study and use of the rod, and some of the most
famous present day diviners are to be found in their
"tanks.
The first French diviner, by the way, is said
to have been a woman, Martine de Bertereau, who,
in 1629,discovered a mineral spring which was later verified.
Rather might the forked twig of the dowser be called
a rod of blessing, for on countless occasions it has revealed life-giving springs hidden from the most skilful
hydraulic engineers. During the War, our troops in
Gallipoli, in direst need of fresh water benefitted by the
diviner's art; and in 1926, the Government of India
appointed Major C. A. Pogson as their official diviner
at a high salary, with significant results. In France an
association of water diviners has been instituted with
useful comparison of methods and results.
SENSITIVITY OF THE DOWSER
Psychic students have been consistent supporters of
the fact of divining in the face'0f much scepticism, recognising that the secret lay in the sensitivity of the dowser,
whose hazel twig acted as a collector and indicator of
some hidden force. Whether the power to detect this
force is -psychical or physical still remains a matter of
controversy. The late Sir William Barrett and Mr.
Theodore Besterman in The Divining Rod, support the
psychical theory ; while a school of foreign students
reject anything which can be called " unknown " and
stand by a purely physical explanation.
On the psychical side, it is urged that not every person
can achieve success with the rod, but that those who
find they have the " gift " can develop it to greater use
by study and practice. Sometimes the diviner claims to
"see" the hidden water and can dispense with the rod,
other dowsers have shown diagnostic and healing and
psychometric powers. A dowser can lose his gift even
after considerable experience.
M. Mager, in his interesting and widely ranging treatise,
may be said to represent the physical view. He is himself
a practical dowser and has given the subject exhaustive
attention for many years. He claims to have perfected
a galvanometric indicator, the sensitive needle of which
reveals underground water, checking the findings with
diviners using their rods, with correct results. But his
indicator has more limitations than the human one.
It can only be used on clear still days, between certain
hours, and on cleared, dry ground. For general use,
M. Mager relies on the · rod.
The author discusses in an interesting fashion ivhy the
rod moves in the hand of the diviner. " It moves through
contact with the flux or force which overlies subterranean
water in motion," (hidden stagnant water evokes no
response), "consequently the cause of its movement is a
physical cause due to the action of a field of force of
radiant energy."
As an explanation of how the rod moves, M. Mager
considers that this field of energy has an effect on the
nervous force of the · dowser and produces a discharge
current which passes through one arm, along one side
of the body and one branch of the rod : at the same
moment a return current passes from the earth and uses
the other side 0f the. dowser's -body, his other arm and

the other branch of the rod. The two lines of force
meet in the body of the dowser, and repel each other,
indicated by the action of the rod, sometimes ~ery violent.
That the meeting place of the forces is in the dowser's
nervous organism is shown by the fact that Ijany tremble
violently during the action of the rod, some _are afflicted
with nausea, and others experience a kind O:f: convulsive
fit.
Still others report a feeling of fear and a rush of
blood to the heart.
That M. Mager is not wholly adverse to tf,e psychical
theory is indicated by his' remark that these Sl!lbtle emanations of energy are detected by the dowser by a kind of
intuitive perception probably in the same category as the
fact of thought transference from a distance.
His intensive study has led M. Mager to experiment
with rods of various woods, and also with b etal, ivory
and whalebone indicators- whalebone is preferred by
many experienced dowsers. He has also developed the
use of a system of coloured rods by which ~e claims to
distinguish particular kinds of deposits, a kind of homeopathic system, using colours of the same vibratory power
as the various chemicals and minerals being sought.
Some early dowsers used to carry a piece qf the metal
they hoped to discover, and this practice led M. Mager
in his later researches. He is himself distihguished as
the discoverer of new thermal springs at Plo~bieres and
their constitution by this means.
The difficulties which " counter-attraction " causes
dowsers is an interesting study, and studelfltS will remember that Prof. Reichenbach in his work with sensitives
who detected " flames " from magnets, was often told by
them that his near proximity hindered their cle~r " seeing."
Diviners often object to others handling theh rods and
when one experiment is finished allow a shprt interval
before starting a new one, so that it may not be interfered
with by the emanations previously encou~tered. As
one famous diviner, Janse, said in explanation of his
occasional failures, "I do not yet know all the rules."
All these " conditions " are curiously familiar to
psychic students in dealing with sensitives. The one
dowser with whom I have had personal c?ntact, Mr.
John Timms, of Oxford-who in association with Prof.
Church has mapped out the underground streams of the
Oxford basin-is a highly sensitive individ1al and one
of his daughters has mediumistic power.
I can recommend M. Mager's book as thoroughly
readable and I like his enthusiasm for his attractive
study. He only claims to have " blazed a trail" for
others to follow, but, " What a magnifice~t task, to
tear its secrets from the earth, to penetrate the i,naccessible,
to see through the most rebellious soil as through a
transparent globe of glass. Once it was a cj.ream, it is
a reality to-day."
BARBARA fv.IcKENZIE.
1

THE LATE MRS. E. R. RICHARDS
The funeral of Mrs. E. R. Richards toof place on
Friday afternoon, 15th inst., at the Golder's Green
Crematorium, and the brief Church of England service
was conducted by the Rev. Ethelbert Goodahild, M.A.
The fl.oral offerings were many and beautifif,, and the
mourners present consisted of Mrs. Horne (daughter),
Cadet ]. Horne, R.N. (grandson), Vice-Admiral Sir
Robert and Lady Mansell (son-in-law and daughter)
Lieut. J. Mansell, R.N. (grandson), Major and Mrs.
Arthur Jacob (nephew and niece), Mrs. F. Harrison
(niece), Mrs. M. Bremer (cousin), Lady Buclroill (sisterin-law), Mr. and Mrs. Osborne Richards and Commander_
S. Richards, R.N. (brothers and sister-in-law), Miss
Mansell, Miss Whitlow (niece) and Sir Jame~ Michelli.
Amongst others present were Mrs. Forbes, Miss Edith
Ashby and Mrs. Leigh Hunt, also Mr. Davicj. Gow and
Mr. Ge.o. H. LetheJ:Il (of LIGHT).
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DUNCAN MEDIUMSHIP

JN our issue of January 1st, there was published a report-

prepared by Dr. Margaret Vivian, and supported by the
signatures of four other investigators-on a series of
seances given at Bournemouth by Mrs. Duncan, of
Edinburgh. In that report, it was stated : " All the sitters
are convinced that they witnessed genuine materialisations."
In the following article, Mr. Frank T. Blake, resident
minister of the Bournemouth Spiritualist Church, and one
of the most experienced investigators in the country,
expresses similar views.

THE BOURNEMOUTH SEANCES
By FRANK T. BLAKE
During a recent visit of Mrs. Duncan, of Edinburgh,
phenomena of an extraordinary character were witnessed
at the National Spiritualist Church, Bath Road, Bournemouth. For a month, Mrs. Duncan sat with a carefully
selected group of ladies and gentlemen, including members
of the medical profession, naval and army officers and
prominent members of the Spiritualist Church. Some
fourteen seances were held and attended throughout by
a selected group of people. Occasional visitors were
admitted to some of the seances.
The sittings were held in a good red light, sufficient
for those present to witness all that occurred outside the
cabinet. Mrs. Duncan was provided with a close-fitting
black two-piece dress, into which she changed, in the
presence of a qualified rn,irse, before each seance, and
submitted to a severe personal inspection before she
entered the seance room. Mrs. Duncan took her seat
in the cabinet while the room was flooded with light, and
passed into trance in the presence of the sitters before
the curtains of the cabinet were drawn and the red light
introduced.
The remarkable feature about the phenomena-I am
writing as one with nearly thirt-y years' experience of
physical phenomena- is the voluminous exudation of
ectoplasm which flows from the Medium's mouth and
nose. At some of the seances, it poured forth by the yard
and folded itself about the feet of the sitters. Repeatedly
it fell in heavy folds down the whole length of the Medium's
body, and always it was self luminous, so that when the
curtains were withdrawn, the substance-which has the
appearance of scalded milk as it boils over the sides of the
saucepan and has no resemblance to cheese-cloth with which
I am quite familiar-was seen shimmering in the darkness
of the cabinet. This substance was used to protect the spirit
visitors when they emerged from the dark cabinet into
the light of the red lamp in the seance chamber.
Repeatedly these forms would stand in front and quite
clear, of the curtains, and exhibit an intelligent interest
in those with whom they claimed relationship or friendship. Sometimes when thus exposed, the bare faces,
hands and feet could be clearly discerned, though the
spirit visitors were not often able to converse while
without the cabinet.
A spirit woman who came asked for a pencil. She was
the wife of an army officer who was present. The pencil
was handed to her and she returned to the cabinet and
wrote her name, Muriel, upon the wall. This writing
has been carefully compared with tl1e lady's writing of her
name when in the body, and has been found to be exact
in all particulars. The signature is peculiarly distinctive
and affords indisputable evidence of identity. This
signature is being carefully preserved as a memento of a
remarkable seance.
At the final sitting, Albert posed for a flash-light
photograph, which shows his tall form (he says his height
is 6ft. 2 in.)" standing at the opening _o f the curtainson one occasion, he was seen as a semi-materialised form
floating in the air beside the Medium ; this was particularly interesting, as he -exactly resembled the traditional
(Continued at foot of next column.)
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RAYS AND REFLECTIONS
There is simplicity which, being divinely sane, is
never to be confused with that kind of (so-called) simplicity
which is merely silly-an inept sentimentalism that,
while it may impose on the like-minded, can never stand
analysis. It is the difference between the simplicity of
Plato and that of "Simple Simon "-the "simpleton."
Even great learning, although it may avoid the lower
kind of simplicity, can rarely achieve the higher. That
is the function of \Visdom.

* • •

Those who follow Nature and study her ways cannot
fail to observe that she is at once the most lavish of spendthrifts and the most frugal of economists. She pours out
her wealth profusely, but in the course of ages her selectivity, her delicate adjustment of means to ends, comes
into play. Whether the thing produced is massive or
minute, it has in the end to conform to her principle
which is that all that serves her ends is perpetuated and
all that does not is remorselessly "scrapped." In short,
she cc cuts " her losses and conserves her gains.

* * *

The late Lord Leighton, the President of the Roy.al
Academy, was during his life the subject of a burst of
enthusiasm on the part of a Society woman who admired
his beautiful dancing and spoke of it at a party to such an
extent that an artist observed drily, cc Yes, and I believe
he paints a little, too, doesn't he? " Similarly, one could
imagine a satiric person bursting in on an extravagant
laudation of Sir Oliver Lodge as a psychic researcher,
with the remark that Sir Oliver is also believed to be
interested in wireless telegraphy.

* * *

I first met the late Mrs. E. R. Richards in 1914, at a little
gathering at the house at Wimbledon formerly occupied
by Mr. W. T. Stead. She was there as a guest of Admiral
Usborne Moore, a friend of her husband, Admiral Richards
who, like Admiral Moore, was a naval hydrographer.
Amongst others present was Mrs. Philip Champion de
Crespigny, who, at that time, knew little or nothing of
Spiritualism, but who has since, as we all know, become a
prominent worker in the movement. Mrs. Richards
was one of the best amateur clairvoyants I ever met, and
rendered invaluable service by meeting enquirers who did
not want to pursue their investigations entirely with
professional Mediums. On one occasion I was visited
by a geologist, formerly holding a professorial chair.
He could get no evidence that satisfied him through
professional Mediums. I introduced him to Mrs. Richards
with the result that his acute critical mind yielded to the
evidences she gave him and he afterwards pursued the
subject with ardour.

D.G.
(Continued from previous column.)

"ghost." Sometimes, when the power was failing, the
forms were seen melting away, as if they were sinking
through the floor. Two of the spirit faces were recognised by strangers from their earth photographs, and this
is surely a very convincing test.
Besides the phenomena already mentioned, Albert gave
a unique exhibition of spirit lights, ranging in colour from
pure white to yellow, blue and mauve. These colours
could be seen distinctly by all present, and appeared sometimes in the form of a shell.
In the past I have denounced fraudulent Mediums, and
have been exposed to, and threatened with, actions for
libel. I hold no brief for Mrs. Duncan as Mrs. Duncan.
I do not know her personally. But one thing I know :
that she is the most valuable Medium for physical phenomena in the British Isles, and that her phenomena, as
witnessed in Bournemouth, are not only above suspicion
but incapable of production .by fraudulent means. _
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PROCESS OF SPIRIT CONTROL

THE DIVINE URGE

MANY years ago (1894) we published a series of articles
in the form of interviews with Mediums, under the
general title of "Mysteries of Mediumship." One of
these consisted of an interview with Mr. J. J. Morse,
most famous of trance-mediums, and with his controls.
" The Strolling Player " and Tien Sien Tie, a Chinese
philosopher.
In the following extract we give the reply of Tien Sien
Tie when asked about the process of control.
\Ve
commend it to the attention of those who are not very
clear in their minds as to the actual meaning of spirit
control:" The operation is mesmeric. It depends largely
upon the circumstances what method is employed.
Usually, to begin with, a slight effort is directed to the
heart, for the purpose of lowering the rate of circulation.
This induces a premonitory lethargy, slight in itself, but
sufficient. The action is then directed sometimes to the
solar plexus, for the purpose of affecting the nervous
system. By this process we reach the brain, usually the
basilar portion first, which represents the physical side
of the individual, thereby securing control, so to speak,
of the circulation, the nervous system, and the vital
forces. This leaves the front or upper brain in a state of
more than usual activity.
"By the time the first half of the control, however,
has been established we are able to reach the sensorium
by the action of the will upon the psychical forces through
the nervot.:.s organs-of sensation this time. The sense
of lethargy increases, the blood slightly recedes from the
outer brain vessels and the phenomenon of sleep in1ll1ediately ensues.
·
" At this point the will is intensely excited so that a
domination is established over the entire body, brain,
nervous and vital forces. A sense of falling backwards
is experienced, and the physical consciousness departs .
At this period there is a lull in the bodily actions ; and the
vital forces are now re-stimulated to a certain degree, the
nervous activity re-excited, and the psychical forces are
set into operation for the purpose of what I can only
best describe as waking up the inside of the brain; or,
to put it, perhaps, more clearly, of stimulating the spiritual
or subjective faculties of the man.
" Then follows a rather delicate operation of discharging
a sufficient amount of vital energy through the action
of the base of the brain, the lower brain, so that it can be
made to act without altering the lethargic condition of
the heart. When this has been accomplished the body
becomes erect, and the various functions are at our
service, the organ of speech can be manipulated, and
the machine is in working order. So far, so good.
" If, however, there has been any great disturbing
circumstances, either painful or pleasurable, in the course
of the day, the effects of which are still left on the brain
and on the nerves, such disturbance has to be overcome.
Sometimes this is accomplished by driving it on one side,
as you might blow a cloud away : sometimes it is. held
in check, and little by little worked into the subject of
the discourse we are delivering, absorbed, so to speak,
as the best way of getting ri~ of it."

Wisdom is born of love. More wisdom cometh of
the Soul's entreaty than of the mind or of \abour. To
struggle and to toil for possession is the fo~ish way of
man ; but the way of God is to give and to love. He
giveth and He loveth ; thereby is He manifest as God.
Ponder the mystery well. Of Hirn all things come
into being and all life; whatsoever is, expresses God.
The call of the love-bird is music to the poet who interprets its melodious worship at the shrine of being, unpolluted by human imaginings. To him it voices a
sublime message beyond vulgar hearing, a prean of praise
that were ever prophetic of God's bounty. Fools grin
and parody the call. It is their nature so to do ; and in the
parody they discover mu.sic. But the poet ii;i. ecstasy of
understanding knoweth that even in such wise as the
riightingale's song there is revelation of God.
Such inner wisdom, however, is given only to the
heaven-born ; they alone understand the meaning of
these things. They know that the voice of love, in
every guise, is the voice of the spirit in its eternal insistence
towards perfection ; and never hath life foupd cadence
sweet enough to express all its inner urge thereto ! Yet
must love make music and pay continual homage unto
the Great Creator whose word and life is fotind therein.
God is Love and Love is the commandment that is Life.
But who shall understand these things except ihe be loveborn and love-frequented in accordance with the Will of
God.

THE EXEMPTION BILL
Mr. W. T. Kelly, formerly M.P. for Rochdale, who
sponsored the Spiritualism and Psychical Research
(Exemption) Bill in the last Parliament, writes to our
Parliamentary representative that he has not yet been able
to arrange for someone in the present Parliament to take
over the Bill, though there are a few of its backers in the
House of Commons.
Mr. Kelly adds, "I am going into the matter speedily."

[A fragment of a message from Celphra, received
through the mediumship of Mr. Frederick H. Haines.
A collection of Celphra's messages is published under the
title Thus Saith Celphra, 5/-].
I
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Secretary : Mrs. M. H ankey.
SYLLABU S ON APPLICATION
Private Appointments.
MRS . MASON
Tra nce
MI SS FRANCIS
Trance
MRS: BARli.EL
Trance
MISS NAOMI BACON
Tra nce
MRS. ANNIE JOHNSON
Trance
Ml:SS J AC()UELlNE
Clulrvoyance,Psychometry
MRS: VAUGHAN
Mental Mediumship
TheROHAMAH,RHAMAH
Clairvoyance
MISS THOMAS
Trance, C:n lrvoyance
MISS GEDDES
Clairvoyance
MR . G. P. SHARPLIN
Diagnosis, Healing
THE CREWE CIRCLE
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MR. KIRKBY and
MRS. SINGLETON
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PSYCHIC DEVELOPMENT
Miss JACQUELINE.
New Classes are now being formed,

Mrs. BARLOW
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5, SMITH SQUARE, WESTMINSTER, S.W.l.
(Entrance in North Street). Telephone: VICTORIA 0567.
flon . Secretary • •
~·
••
•.•
MISS ESTELLE STEAD

The Lending Library contains hundreds of books on Psychic
sub jects. Fully Classified Catalog ue, 2s. 7d.
Open J:?ai!y 11 to 1-2.30 to 6.

(Closed Saturdays and Sundays.)

PRIVATE APPOINTMENTS.
Psychic Photography . .
.•
..
..
MRS. DEANE
Trance Medlumshlp Mrs. G. P. SHARPLIN, M r. VYVYAN DEACON,
Mrs. GARRETT, Mrs COOKE, Mrs. H. CANTLON and Mrs. BARKEL.
Clairvoyance
Mrs. ROUS, Mrs. LIV INGSTQNE
Miss CAMPBELL
Automatic Writing
Mrs. HESTER DOWDEN
Mrs. CORELLI GREEN
Psychic Diagnosis and Treatment
Mr. KEEN
Weds: 3 p.m., Circle for Clairvoyance, Jan. 27th.
Mrs. LIVINGSTONE
Thursdays : 3 p.m. Instruction Clas• for Development. Miss Earle and
Mrs. L ivingstone.
Thursdays :

5.30 p .m.

Devotional Group (Absent H ea ting).

Miss Stead

Reflectograph: Appointments booked for Demonstrations.
Classes for Psychical Development
For particulars apply to Secretary,
LIBRAHY "AT HOMES."
Alternate Fridays, 3,30-5.30.
Members
free . Non-members, ls. Tea 9d. Friday: "At Homes." January 29th,
"Psychic Atmospheres" : Mr. ROBERT KING.
THE STEAD GUEST HOUSE, 24, UPPER GEORGE STREET, W.I.
(Near Marble Arch. Ambassador 1533.)
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~ealtng
ROAD,

<teentre

LONDON,

W.2.

GROUP HEALING CIRCLE.
Monday from 11 a.m. to I p.m. 2 to 5. Wednesday from 11 a.m to I p.m. 2 to 5
Fridays from 11 a.m. to I p.m. 2 to 5.
FREE WILL OFFERINGS
INDIVIDUAL HEALING GIVEN DAILY
Devotional Service held every Thursday at 3 p.m.
Public Seance held every Wednesday at 7.30
Private interviews with Mrs. MARGARET FALCONER can be booked,
write or call.

1

The Psychosensic Institute
28, ST. STEPHEN'S ROAD, LONDON, W .2. Phone: Park 2790
Prirzcipal
F. BRITTAIN
·Hours 10.30 to 5 p . m.
Closed Saturdays and Sunda~_s

PSYCHOSENSICS
The world- renowned Correspondence Course, which will unfold your
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~arplebone ~pirttualtst §ssociatton, '.i!.t().
QUEEN'S HALL, LANGHAM PLACE , W.I,
Public Worship, Sundays at 6.30 p,m,
Sunday, 24th January, 1932.
Addres.
••
~·
Clairvoyance

Miss LIND-AF-HAGEBY
Mr. THOMAS WYATT

AT HEADQUARTERS
Tel. Museum OG76
Marylebone House, 42, Russell Square, W.C . J.
YEARLY SUBSCRIPTIONS
Members 10/-.
MEETINGS

FOR

Associates 1/6.

CLAIRVOYANCE

AND

PSYCHOMETRY

Monday, 25th January, at 3 p.m. Psychometry. • • Mrs. F. KINGSTONE
,,
,,
,,
at 7.30 p.m. Clairvoyance . .
IVfrs. R OBERTS
Tuesday, 26th Jan ., at 7. 30 p.m. Clairvoyan ce.
. . Mis. GRACE COOK
Thursday, 28th Jan., at 7.30 p.m. Clairvoyance.
Mrs. ANNIE JOHNSON
Friday, 29th Jan., at 7. 30 p,m,
Clairvoyance.
Miss LILY THOMAS
GROUP SEANCES .
•.
Mrs . GREGG
Monday, 25th January, at 7.30 p.m.
Mr. GLOVER BOTHAM
Tuesday, 26th January, at 7.30 p.m.
Mrs. F. KINGSTONE
Wednesday, 27th January, at 3 p.m.
,,
,
.,
at 7.30 p.m.
M rs. HIRST
1
.. Mr. T. WYATT
Thursday, 28tn January, at 7.30 p .m .
Mr. VOUT PETERS
Friday, 29th January, at 7.30 p.m.
PRIVATE SITTINGS c an be arranged through the Secretary with
the following Mediums : MRS. ESTELLE ROBERTS, MRS . MORREL, MRS. ESTA
CASSEL, MR . GLOVER BOTHAM, MISS LILY THOMAS,
MRS . B. HIRST, MRS. ANNIE JOHNSON, MRS. BARICEL
and MR. VOUT PETERS.
HEALING.
Every Wednesday ot 2.30 p.m. end 7 p.m . and Thursday s t 2,30 p.m.
"Medicine M an" the control of Mr. Jones wil! diagnose ~nd give treatment.
No charge is made but a silver collection is t.uken to defray ex:p .nses.
LIBRARY.
Over 2,500 volumes.
Open daily 10 a.m. to 7 p .m. Saturdays 10 a.m.
to I p. m, Al! communications to the Secretory , Frank Hawken.

SPIRITUALIST COMMUNITY
Services, Sunday Morning and Evening

GROTRIAN

HALL

115, WIGMORE STREET
(Nearest Station, Marble Arch or Bond Street)

SUNDAY, JAN. 24th, 1932.
11 a.m.- Mr. F. H Wall.
Clairvoyante : Miss Lily Thomao,

6.30 p.m.- Rev. C. Drayton Thomas.
Clairvoysnte : Mrs. Estelle Roberts.
Sunday January 31st, at 11 a.m.
•.
Dr. RUSSELL PARISH
.
'
Clairvoyant: Mr. Glover Botham.
Sunday, January 31st, at 6.30 p .m . .M. rs. E'"sta CassMe,r. ERNEST HUNT
1
Clairvoyaote :

A Spiritual H ealing Service is included.

Silver Collection.

Private Sittings with Mediums can be booked
OPEN MEETING S-Every Monday 6.30 p.m.-Every Wednesday, 12,30
p.m.- 1.30 p.m. Talk, Questions Answered and Clairvoyance, preceded by an
ORGAN RECITAL. Admission Free. Come und bring a friend.
Offees of the Ccmmu11ity : Grotria" Hall, 115, Wi1more Street, W.1 .
Telephom: Welbeck 68 14 .

tEbe Jlonbon fa>pititual Mission
13, PEMBRIDGE PLACE, BAYSWATER, W .2.
Sunday, January 24th, at 11 a.m.
Mr. R. DIMSDALE STOCKER
,,
,.
., at 6.30 p .m.
Mrs. CHAMPION DE CRESPIGNY
Wednesday, Jan. 27th, at 7.30 p.m. Clai rvoyance. Mrs. HELEN HUGHES
Silver Collection.

psychic gifts to the best possib le advantage.
Specially prepared [ext books are rese rved for students.

Send lid. stamp for explanatory pamphlets to The Secretary,
Psychosensic Institute, Dept. M. 28, St. Stephen's Road,
London, W .2.

CONSULTATIONS FOR ADVICE ON MEDIUMSHJP AND
CIRCLES BY APPOINTMENT

:W tmblebon
~piritualist Cburcb
(Acceptin1 tile Leadership uf Jesus Christ.)
136, HARTFIELD ROAD, WIMBLEDON,

S.W.19.

Mrs. Annie Brittain

Sunday Jan. 24th at 11. Mr. HARRY GILHESPIE,Mr.CHARLES WALL
,
' giving Spirit.descriptions and messages.

Private readings daily by appointment.
Group seances on Wednesdays at 3.30 p.m. Limited to
8 sitters 5 {- (booked in advance)

Sunday, Jan. 24th, at 6.30. • . . . . . . "'
Mr. A. VOUT PETERS
Address, Sp1nt-descnptions and messages.

EVERY

PSYCHIC

STUDENT

SHOULD

READ

"SYMBOLS AND THEIR INTERPRETATION"
by F. BRITTAIN.

Price 1/6,poatfree 1/8

Wednesday Jan. 27th at 7.30 p.m.
•.
••
Mrs. E. M. NEVILLE
,
Add~ess, Spirit-descri ptions and messages.
Healing-no charge : Mondays, Tuesdays and Thursdays, 10 a .m. to
8 p.m., Wednesdays, 3 p .m. to 6 p .m .
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The charge for small Classified Advertisements is r/- per line
average, 9 words per line) Box office charge, 6d. additional per
insertion. Send with remittance to: ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER,
"LIGHT," I6, QUEENSBERRY PLACE, S.W.7.

.M ADAME
LETHE
KING,
Psychometry,
Cl11 lrvoyance, by
appointment.-34, Monmouth Road, Westbourne Grove. T el. Park 0892.
(820)

Phone : Kensington 3"758.

MUST

DIRECT VOICE & PHYSICAL PHENOMENA.
IF or terms and
particulars of Seances, and Private sittings, write Mrs. D. He nderson, 11 2,
Gowan Ave., Fulham Palace Rd., Fulham. Churches & Homes also visited. (822)

THE' M.A:NAGEMENT RESERVE THE RIGHT TO REJECT AN'f ADVERTISE·
MENT WITHOUT REASON GIVEN.

Miss McKAY, Speaker and Clairvoyante. Consultations 2 till 7 p.m.,
or by appointment.-9, Princes Road, Holland Park, W.11.
(843)

ALL

CLASSIFIED

ADVER'DSEMENTS
BE PREPAID

MEDIUMS' ADVERTISEMENTS.
Satisfactory results at any particular sitting cannot be guaranteed
even with the best Mediums.

"HOROSCOPE CAST." 5/- SEND YEAR, DAY AND TIME.
One • question answered and Horoscope detailed.
10/- and 21 /-.
Interviews by appointment.
MAD AME A IM EE, OAKFORD,
SHEPPERTON-ON-THAMES.
(866)

MISCELLANEOUS.

A GENTLEMAN, possessing remarkable Healing Pow ers, will give
Healing Treatment.- Box 488, c /o Light, 16, Queensberry Place, S.W. 7. (867)

HORACE LEAF .-An "At Home." (Psychometry) every Wed. at 3 Fee
2/6 Public Developing Classes Tuesday and Friday at 8 p.m. Private Interviews
by appointment. Psychometry b)'post. Psychic Correspondence Training
Class, particulars on application.
He~ling.-41, Weetbourne Gardens, Bayswater, London, W.2. 'Phone: Pa•k 6099.
(521)

RELIGION OF THE SCIENTIFIC AGE.-STUDY AST ROLOGY,
HEBREW, & EGYPTIAN. Wednesday, 7 p.m., Saturday, 3 p .m., Sunday~
3 p.m. WESTRUP, 94, Gower Street, W.C.1.
(8541

MADAME BISHOP ANDERSON, 55, Boundary Road, N W.8~
Owing to illness much regrets sb~ is compelled to cancel all work until further
notice.
(13)
ASTROLOGY. Horoscope 5/-; detailed readings, 10/- and 20/·.
Send birth date, time if known. Interview1 by appointment.-Mi•o A. Bull,
11 Maddox St., Re11ent Street. W.1. ' Phone: Mayfair 6578
(16)
MRS. ANNETTA BANBURY, the well· known Clairvoyante
(app6intments by letter only): fee 5/-. "At Homes" attended.
The late
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle's kind tribute, he said he had heard nothing but good
of Mrs Banbury, who i1 a true Medium -Mrs Annetta. Banbury. Sandwcll
Mansions, Flat 2 (entrance floor), West End Lane, Weot Hamp•tead,
N.W.6.
(49)

Mrs. MOSS, Thursdays 7.30 p.m., Clairvoyance. Private sittings by
appointment.-88, Tytherton Rd., Tufnel Park, N.19 'Phone: Archway 3394.
(122)
MADAME ANNE MURRAY, Clalrvoyante, circle for enquirers Fridays
at S,
I/..
At homes attended.
1,b, Edith Grove, S.W.10.
'Phone 1 Flaxman 8223.
(21')
M A D A M E J E A N E C A V E N D I S H. Clairvoyante and
Ps¥chologist.
Interviews daily;.) 1-8.
A!t Homes, Parties, etc., attended.
Chents visited. Numerology. .Horoscopes cast. -2, Nevern Road (off Nevern
Square), Earl's Court, S.W.5. 'Phone: Frobisher 3915.
(19)

Mrs. H. CANTLON, Trance Medium, Clairvoyance and Psychometry.
Private sits. by apt. only. Developing classes. Clients rec. daily Sloene Square.
Write or' Phone: 'Lornesta,' Kersfield Rd., S.W.15. Tel.: Putney 6315.
(20)

~easibt

· anb C!ountrp ft} otels,

~partment5,

etc.

SUSSEX,
" YOUR SPIRITUAL HOME." All Bedrooms hot a p d c cld water,
electric light, gas fires, pure. varied, generous diet. \.\;rite fo r T ariff.-Mr.
and Mrs. Massingham, 16 and 17, Norfolk Terrace, Brighton~
(24)

DORSET.
SWANAGE.-PEVERIL POINT PRIVATE HOTEL.-Ideal spot for
comfortable restful holiday.
(736)
TO
LET.-ROOM
FOR
LECTURES,
CLASSE ,
SUNDAY
MEETINGS. Seating 30 to 40 persons.-Apply, "NERJV AURA," 78,
Lancaster Gate, W .2. Ground Floor.
I
(874)

;iffliscellaneous
UNIVERSAL TEACHINGS by Miss VIOLE'JI BURTON
At 78, Lancaster Gate, Hyde Park, W.2.
"The Shrine qr Tranquility,,
Sunday, January 24th, at 11 a.m.
"The Word U sed Within"
Tuesday, January 26th, at 8 p.m.
~ 'Receptivity,,
Thursday, Januar.y 28th, at 11.30 a.m.

MISS BAKER receives dally from 11 mt 7, Clairvoyance, Crystal and
Psychometry at 68, Blenheim Crescent, Notting Hill, W.11
(27)

MEDICAL.
ARREST NERVOUS BREAKDOWN I 32 pages of striking health·
restoring revelations Free. 2d . postage. C. P. Joyomoro, 8 Breams Buildings,
London, E.C; 4·
(848)

MME. OLGA, from Bournemouth, attends 22a, Pembrldge Road,
Notting Hill, W.11., daily, 11-7 p.m. Clairvoyance end Psychometry. First
Fee 2/6.
( 524)

FOR CATARRH, Catarrhal Deafness, Asthmatic & BroncWal Ailments ,
prevention of Influenza, enlarged glands, Defective Sight. T r y the H andcock
method, Cert. Practitioner,Mrs. WoodSims,41, York St., W.I. W~ lbec k 9550.
(857)

PSYCHOMETRY from small articles worn or used, letters or writing,
Readings resumed as uaual.
Send postal order 2•. 6d. (stamped envelope
appreciated). Box 13 c/o "Light" 16, Queensberry Place, S.W. 7.
(31)

MARIAN MORETON. At Home Dally. Clairvoyance. Psychometry.
I, Porchester Sq., Hyde Park, W.2. Bus 7, 15, 27, 36. Pad.: 1329.
(513)

"AURA KILNER SCREENS AND ALL ABOUT THEM. " Edited by
David Gow. Post free 1/- . L.P.E.C., 17, Ashmere Grove,London,S.W.2
Read "The Picnic of the Babes in the Wood," a psr chic diary,
running seriall y in "The Straight-Thinker."
Price Gd. fortnightly.
Editor, 21, Fellows Road, London, N.W.3.
(870)

Mr; C. S. COLLEN-SMITH, Clairvoyance & Trance. Tue. to Frl .. 10.30-1
2.30-6. Fee 5/-·.Ambass : 2678.-8, Seymour Place, MarbleArcb, W.1. (76')

MRS. AGNES ABBOTT will attend by appointment at the London
Psychic Educational Centre, 17, Ashmere Grove, Acre Lane, S.W .2.
'Buses
37-45.
From January 25th till January 30th.
Private sittings arranged
on application.

B. D. MANSFIELD, Trance Medium holds a Public Seance every Wed.
and Fri. at 8 p.m. Fee 2/-. Private Sittings 10/6, Psychometry 5/-.-4, W<'tmorland St., Ebury Bridge, Victoria, S.W.I. 'Buse1 11 , 46 or 125,
(46)

SITUATION WANTED.
LADY COOK-HOUSEKEEPER, experienced, large and sma!l l establishments, with exceptional refs., desires post, London or suburbs, in 1S pir itualistic
environment.-Write Box 489, c/o Light, 16, Queensberry Place, 1S .W.7. (S75)

Miss MARJORIE ROWE, Trance and Normal Medium. Healing.
Psychic Development, &c. Sittings by appointment. Closed communications
to 25, Lindore Road., S.W.11.
(712)

"ORDER OF KRISHNA"

MARGARET McOALLUM, Hll&bland Seer~s.
69, Eldon St., Greenock·, Scotland. Pbone-1371,

Call or wrlt5, P.O. 5/(743)

Mrs NINA GOULD, Clalrvoyante, Psychologfst. Mon. Tues. Wed. From
6 o'clock.-2/6 ·& 5/- , appointments from 5/-, Thurs. 3 o'clock. Public Circle
1/6. Tea. Phone: Fulham 0531, 71, Rannoch Road, Fulbam, S.W.6. (387)

More ancient than the l'vfasonic, Rosicrucian
and other Mystic Orders-In the Land of
the Yogis. If interested and drawn please
apply to
The Latent Light Culture, Tinnevelly, l ndia.
1
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KENSINGTON SPIRITUALIST CHURCH
LINDSEY HALL, THE MALL, NOTTING HILL GATE, W.8.
Sunday, January 24th, at 6.30 p.m.
Miss HELEN WRIGHT

THE COSMIC
DAWN MAGAZINE
Vitally Interesting, Instructive, Illuminating.

GUARDED SECRET OF THE ORIENT FOR
STIMULATING THE ENDOCRINE GLANDS!
Send us fifteen cents. and we will mail you
a sample copy of

THE COSMIC DAWN
·In addition to this you will receive, absolutely
free, a

MARVELLOUS

EXERCISE

for stimulating the Endocrine Glands.
Address :

THE COSMIC DAWN PUBLISHING COMPANY,

In Small Hall, entrance West Mall.
Monday, Jan. 25th , at 7.45 p.m. Psychometry.
Miss JOAN PROUD
Wednesday, Jan. 27th, at 3 p.m. Psychometry.
Miss LILY THOMAS

YOUNGER MEMBERS BRANCH OF THE BRITISH COLLEGE
OF PSYCHIC SCIENCE
The Younger Members Branch of the British College was inaugurated
on the !st October, 1931.
The Founders and Officers of this Branch will be pleased to answer any
enquiries at the College any day between 10.30 a.m. and 5 p.m. or at any
time by appointment made throullh the Y.M.B. office.
Full -!articulars may also be obtained on application by post to the Secretary
at the .M.B. office:
26, COLLINGHAM PLACE, S.W.5.
Telephone: Frobisher. 4593
GOLDER'S
GREEN
SPIRITUALIST SOCIETY.
The Broa dwalk Hall, 146, Golder's Green Rd., N.W.11.
(Opposite St. Michael's Church.)
SUNDAY, JAN. 24th, at 6.30. p.m.
Mr. W. H. EVANS, Address.
Mr.HAROLD SHARP Clairvoyance
Tuesday, January 26th, at 8 p.m.
Clairvoyance
Thursday, January 28th, at 8 p.m. Miss LILY THOMAS Clairvoyance
Admission Free.
Collection during Service.

..

..

..

Mr. FARMER-Tuesdays 7.30, Public open photographic circle,
Those interested welcome. Wednesdays. 7.30.-Group seance, 8
sitters 2/6 (advanced booking only.) Friday-" Psychical Investigation
Circle" 8 sitters. (advanced bookings necessary), 7.30. Sunday, 6,30.
Quiet Evening. Free. Welcome. Private readings (unique method)
daily by appointment, 10- 6. Phone : Padd. 6088.
Write 53, Linhope Street, Dorset Square, Baker Street, N.W.l. (865)

233, South Broadway, Los Angeles, Calif.
LECTURERS ON THE PHILOSOPHY OF THE PRESENT
AND A F TER LIFE
given EVERY TUESDAY EVENING at 7.30 p.m.,
By Dr. W. J. VANSTONE, at the Studio,
29, Addison Avenue, W.11.
(456)

are

HORACE LEAF,

F.R.G.S.

"I admire the Spiritualist Monthly.
It is a most readable journal and I think it
is destined to fill a long felt want and go a
long way."

"ASTROLOGICAL
TEACHING."
All branches. Most thorough in the world, 1,000 pages.
Serious
students sought. Lessons corrected. 70 Lessons-£12; instalments.
Syllabus free.-Dr. ROLT-WHEELER, Inst. Astrol.
Carthage,
Tunis, N. Africa. Pub!.: SEER and L'ASTROSOPHIE, specimen
copies free.
(876)

~bberttse

THE SPIRITUALIST MONTHLY

is a compendium of know ledge on the
science, philosophy, religion, phenomena
and history of Spiritualism. International in
circulation-Universal in scope and thought.
Sample copy, 20 cents; Sub., $2.50 one year foreign;
$2.00 one year U.S.A. Half price for six months.
Order from

CROSSLEY

PUBLISHING

COMPANY,

917, N. Edgemont St., Hollywood, Calif., U.S.A.

~octetp

in " lLtgbt."

ARTHUR FORD, World Famous Medium
and Lecturer, says:-

"The Spiritualist Monthly is one of
the most diversified and instructive magazines in the whole Spiritualist Movement."

pour

SOCIETY MEETINGS.
Croydon.-Broad

Green Hall, Handcroft

Wednesday, Jan. 27th at 7.45 p.m.

••

Mrs.MARSH

Crouch End Spiritualist Society (National
44, Coleridge Road , Crouch End, N.8.
SundRy , Jan. 24th at 7 p .m.

Road, West Croydon.

Mr. GEORGE H. LETHEM

Sunday, Jan. 24th at 6.30 p.m.

Spiritualist Church)

Anniversary
After Circle.

Thursday, Jan. 28th at 3 p.m.
,, at 8 p.m.
Saturday, Jan. 30th at 7.30 p.m.

Mr, A. TAYLOR
Mrs. CLEGHORN
Mrs. CLEGHORN

Social

The Church of the Spirit, 24a, Church Road, Croydon.
Sunday, Jan. 24th at 11 a.m.
Mrs. J ULIE E. SCHOLEY
24th,at 6.30 p.m.
Mr. MURRAY NASH
Wedneoday,Jan. 27th, at 8 p .m.
Miss LILY THOMAS
Add ress ond Demonstration
.. BROTHERHOOD OF LIGHT," lli6, High Street, Nottlna Hiii
Gate, W.11.
Friday Evenings, Members Classes at 7,30
Free Public Lectures.

••
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for the New Year
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RI DER
PSYCHIC CERTAINTIES

CLAIRVO YANCE AND MATER IALISATION ,
by Dr. Geley
MODERN PSYCHIC MYSTERIES .
by C. K. Hack
HISTORY OF SPIRITUALISM.
by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. (2 vols .) . •
PHENOMENA OF MATERIALISATION.
by Baron Von Schrenk-Notzing
UNDER THE SOUTHERN CROSS
by Horace Leaf
A GUIDE TO MEDIUMSHIP.
by E. W. & M. H. Wallis
POEMS.
by Ella Wheeler Wilcox (in leather)
POEMS .
by Ella W heeler Wilcox (in cloth)
THE TWO WORLDS CRYSTALS:
5/-, IO /- , 15/- , and £! .
S.N.U. Diaries for 1932
The Recognition Badge or Brooch of the I.S .F,
The Recognition Pendant or Medallion in Gold ..
REAL G HOST STORIES.
by W . T. Stead
LIFE EVERLASTING.
by Frings ..
THE SPIRIT COMMUNICATOR .
PSYC HIC ADVEN TUR ES IN N EW Y ORK.
by Dr. Neville Whymant
A SUBALTERN IN SPIRIT L AND
by J. S. M. Ward, B.A.

15/ -

Collected and Arranged
by H. F. Prevost Battefoby

17/G

6/6/10
9/G
3/10

I / II
1/6

£!/I/·
2/9

4/3/9

2/9
3/6

ALL ABOVE GOODS POST PAID.

YOUR INFINITE
POSSIBILITIES

5/-

Margaret V. Underhill

---

YOUR LATENT POWERS
Margaret V. Underhill

THE VOICE OF MYSTIC
INDIA
(My Psychic Experiences)
Alice E lizab e th Draycott

Edward Biron Payne

"AND WITH THE MORN .

.,,

Robertson Ballard
"Of sure and abiding consolation to the sorrowing." M ethodist R ecarder

WHAT DO Y OU BELIEVr:
A Father's reply to his Son's Challenge
by Lloyd W illiams
2nd Edit ion

JESUS THE CHRIST
by the Rev. G. Vale Owen. This is an excellent contribut ion to the work of clea rin g away the accre tions of m yth
and myster y which have gathered about the Life and T eachings of the Founder of Christianity.
4/6

THE MORROW OF DEA TH

by Amicus.
The Narrator during the latter ye:us of his
lif e on earth was the licensee of a sm all inn and took no
interes t in Spiritualism. His changed views are instructive
and helpful.
2/-

(Letters to a Stranger in Answer to his Q uestion)
by Aelfrida Tillyard

THE VOICE OF GOV

KATHLEEN
by the Rev.Johll Lamond, D .D. Dr. L amond h as presented
the case for Spiritualism and the many as pects of Psychic
Science in an interesting m anner.
6/ ..

BEAR WITNESS

MORE LETTERS FROM HEAVEN
by Winifred Graham.

Miss Graham 's new volume contains
m essages of hope an d cheer, and wi ll prove helpful to those
who have not ye t realised the nearness of the other side. 4/6

THE WITNESS
by J essie Platts. Sir Arthur Conan Doyle says of this book
" The best I have read, and I have r ead a good many.,' 5 / -

THE BLUE ISLAND
... ommunicated by W. T. Stead. Here are messages which
are instinct with sympathy, and, moreover, give an excellent
picture of existence on the Other Side.
3 /6

MY LETTERS FROM HEAVEN
bv Winifred Graham.
This book consists of automatic
writ ings r eceived by Miss Winifred Graham, the wellknown authoress , from h er late father .
4/6

HUTCHINSON &
LONDON

co.

---

5/-

1/2/5/-

-- - - -

by Winifred Papillon

2-J.6

MAN AND HIS GOD - - 1~
by

by a King's Counsel. The book consists of messages from
those already passed beyond the veil.
They come from
many persona lities am ong others a Roman Catholic Priest
and a great English Poet
4/6

3/6

by "Amicus"

CAN I BE A MYSTIC?

SILHOUETTES OF SPIRIT LIFE

5/-

OPEN DOOR

by " Sulhayhas "
F rom the Foreword: These talks have been givE1n to
me by One Who passed over to the Spiritual War~ in
r 923, through the Mediumship of Mrs. Artimeza Ha ter.
A Spirit Revelation through
Frederick H. Haines, F.C.T.B.

ON SPIRITUALISM

3/6

5/-

THUS SAITH "CELPHRAr'

BOOK·I

SJ-

---

- - -

THE SOUL OF JACK
LONDON

THE

The Two Worlds Office, Manchester

l

2nd large impression

15/ 6

17/6

5/-

w.

K. Scudamore

FREEDOM THROUGH
UNDERSTANDING

3 /6

by E. Geraldine Owen.

COMMUNICATION WITH
THE DEAD

6/-

by J. G . Carew-Gibson

LESSONS FROM THE
BEYOND
Communicated to Corelli Green and Estelle Stead
by " Julia"

2 /6

LONDON
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